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Papers in language and literature
Delivered at the 1979 Meeting of the Association
John Boni
Colorado State University

The papers in language and literature covered, as might be expected, a broad
range of intere sts: from Beowulf to Paradise Lost, from paleography to cultural
change. The following is an attempt to summarize the content of each paper, staying as close as possible to the author's pattern of argument, and following the
author's own words, directly or by paraphrase; the order here follows that of the
program. Where only an abstract was available as a source of summary, this ha.s
been noted .
In " The Heroic Reve rsal in Paradise Lost" Diane Dreher (University of Santa
Clara) focuses on Milton's re-definition of heroism. Milton "represented and then
undercut [he roism based on pride] in order to educate his readers to perceive heroism in Ch ristian terms, correcting our tendency to admire external heroics and
ignore the far more meaningful spiritua l struggle." Dreher points to a shift in
Milton's own in tentions from plans for a nationalistic Arthurian epic to the more
spiritual poem. He realized that heaven is "the only glory worth fighting for."
Milton employs a pattern of undercutt ing epic heroism in Paradise Lost. Thus
in Book VI , the confrontation between Satan and Michael appears one of epic
adversaries, except that it is God's power, the poet informs us, which enables
Michael to wound Satan. Again in Book IV, Satan's forces face Gabriel's; one
expects epic conflict. However, God hangs the scales of judgement in the sky, and
Gabriel accepts that any outcome will be "what Heav 'n permits." Milton shows all
war, Dreher asserts, as futile, transforming the proud, earthly epic figure into the
spiritually powerful heavenly hero, Christ.
Jerome S. Dees (Kansas State University) in "The Renaissance Preacher and
the Narrator of Paradise Lost" argues that "a better understanding of the principles
and methods of Renaissance preaching will lead us to a fuller appreciation" of the
poem. Dees argues that "the underlying aesthetic concepts which govern [ the narrator's) total presentation in the poem are the same considerations which govern a
preacher in the act of preaching." "The activity of preaching," Dees says, "is a
dynamic process .. . in which, by gradually recognizing and fulfilling a responsibility
to divine inspiration, the preacher becomes an 'ensample' to be emulated as he works
effectively on the beliefs and sensibilities of his auditors. "
The sermon, then, attempts actively to elicit active responses from the aud ience. Tracing the narrator through the four major proems (Books I, Ill, VII, and
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IX), Dees demonstrates the tensions which develop within the narrator : a lessening
of his self-assurance, an awareness of the demands of his calling and its worth , which
leads to an acceptance by faith of his task. In addition, Dees cites the progression
from teaching to instructing in the proemium to Book I. The latter implies a more
personal task, "a building from within," including acceptance of change as man's
destiny and of the consequent need for many to develop the spiritual strength to
grow through such changes. Th is sort of strength is the aim of the preacher in
affecting his audience, in "applying" his sermon, in Augustine's terms.
In "Samuel Daniel's Musophilus: Tradition and Conventions of the Philosophical Dialogue" Jeanie R. Brink (Arizona State University) points out that the
philosophical poem, though a popular English Renaissance form , has been "virtually
ignored" in the twentieth century. Brink places the form in a sixteenth-ce ntury
context. In the Defence of Poetry, Sidney qualified philosophical verse as "wrapped
within the fold of the proposed subject," with the poet therefore deprived of
"the free course of his own invention." Imagination is circumscribed by matter.
However, Brink argues, certain models and forms - among others the philosophical
dialogue - were as important as subject matter in shaping such a poem. In the
Renaissance, the dialogues of Giordano Bruno lent an impetus to the practice of
this type of poem . In England, Dan iel's Musophllus illustrates the development
of the philosoph ical dialogue. ( Reported from abstract.)
Edward Friedman (Arizona State Univers ity) in "The Peninsular Amphltruo:
The Plautine Adaptions of T imoneda and Camoes," examines two sixteenth century
Iberian adaptions of Plautus' comedy . Timoneda's version (1559) stresses linguistic
humor at the expense of moral and didactic speeches as they exist in his source
version (a reading version by Francisco Lopez de Villalobos [ 1515) ). In Timoneda's
adaptation, the servant Sosia becomes a simpleton, a basis for regional satire, and
"principal agent for the play's spontaneity of action."
On the other hand, Camoes transforms Alcumena into a suffering matron,
more intense than Plautus' original. Her husband, the title figure, changes from a
puppet of Jupiter to a man infuriated by the offense to his honor - a forerunner
of the conventional husband of the Spanish honor plays of the Golden Age. Thus,
in Camoes' play, humorous and serious elements are interwoven, though he leaves
the potentially tragic elements unresolved at the conclusion. ( Reported from
abstract.)
In "Delle: Object de plus houlte vertu" (a paper delivered in French, my
thanks to Margaret Lindstrom of Fort Collins for the tra'nslation). Paule-Colette
Fricke (University of Nevada-Reno) examines the seventy-fourth dizain of Maurice
Sceve's Ollie as a manifestation of Sceve's moral consciousness divided between
chaste love and ardent desire . The poet sees Venus resting in a garden with Cupid
("Love") . He asserts his own resemblance to Cupid, "very small," "chilled" as
Cupid appears "pale," and mourns that he is not "the second God of love" and that
he lacks bow and arrows "to move my mistress to pity." Noting rhythms and
language, Fricke argues that Sceve's mode of expression in this poem is untypical
of him, "not quintessential Sceve."
The poet "has maintained the confusion between love (chaste desire) and
Cupid (ardent desire)" caught in the paradox of passion and idealism. Sceve knew
that the expression of "high desire" in his poem could only be false. Yet he could
not readily reconcile himself to the dilemma of poet and lover, the problematic com100

bination of idea and reality .
In " Vives' Critical View of Drama," Howard Norland (University of Nebraska)
analyzes the attitude of the human ist Juan Luis Vives toward theatre. In his Fabula
de Homine (1518) Vives portrays the gods as declaring theatre to be "unworthy "
of man 's greatness. Vives was concerned that learning lead to piety, molding a virtuous man . Thus, his sense of virtue was narrower than that of his predecessors,
More and Erasmus. Vives took a censor's stance of the kind later to be adopted by
such as Stubbes and Gosson in England, feeling that the judgement and minds of
adult men and women could be corrupted by t he scurrilous and immoral material
in li terature and theatre . Inherent in Vives' stance was his view, following Seneca, of
the ancients as "leade rs rather than masters, " who knew some but not all truth . For
Vives, poetry was a 'spice' suitable for leisure but not for serious study. Thus he felt
that Aristotle's Poetics need not be studied, concerned as it was with "niceties" in
" old poems." In contrast to fa irly common educational practice in the early sixteenth century, Vives cautioned against acting in the classroom and even feared that
oral reading might "degenerate into the theatrical" (De Trodendi Disciplinis, 1531).
In the same work he warns that the "power" of poetry, its "s pirit," "the sweetness
of the verse," may capture the mind, overwhelming the judgement. Norland concludes, on one hand that Vives re-examined education in his time and advocated an
independent stance toward the ancients - an attitude later to be followed by Francis Baco n a nd Ben Jonson, among others.
In " Prostrate at Your Feet: Toward a History of Latin Epistolography,'' Carol
, Lanham (UCLA) proposes that letter writing may provide evidence for the transformation of classical rhetoric into what became th e twelfth-century ors dictaminis.
Since letters were "governed by the pl ai n style" a nd were included in school exercises, they remain transparent, unguarded , thus offering a rich resource for study of
the pro cess of education in the Mid die Ages and "traci ng the links between schools
and the movements of manuscripts."
As one example of her point , Lanham traces the phrase "prostrate at your
feet" as an epistolary formula . She hazards three speculations on this particular
formula : first , it is a mark of a school letter-writing collection. Second ,' exceptions
to this formula in some samples may reflect preferences of specific teachers of letter
writing. Last, even with this formula, more tracing remains to clarify growth and
transmission.
Using a structuralist approach, Jesse Gellrich (University of Santa Clara) in
"The Argument of the Book " explores the issue, "How does medieval commentary
on the nature of writ ing and the Book reflect a sense of cultural un ity?" Gellrich
follows Jacques Derrida's definition of the Book as a " natural tonality . . . the encyclopedic protection of theology . . . against difference in general." The Bible
represents one such conveyor of cultural continuity. On the other hand , writing
(e'crlture), says Derr ida, is simply the literal level of expression. The Book, however,
signifies a whole, a totality, in the Middle Ages d ivinity. In this sense the Book falls
into the category of myth as Gellrich defines it through Georges Dumezil , " to
express (a culture's) very being and structure, the elements, the connections, the
balances, the tensions that contribute to it." Gellrich argues that "myth was the
comprehensive 'encyclopedia' of a culture 's several volumes." But if in the Middle
Ages the Book could achieve such refl ection of divine and cultural values, then it
assumed a mythic function, beyond icriture. "The idea of the Book that deter101

mined medieval writing was a new mythology," in the sense that the term embraces
"particular habits of thinking, ordering, a nd remembering," Various medieval
Summae and encyclopedias represent this practice, in each case embodying a "sense
of the unity and continuity of the universe."
In contrast to the Book, with its divine and mythological patterns, Gellrich
p laces medieval "fictions" - vernacular plays, poems, prose. Different from writing
which may be characterized by the label Book, fictions "create illusions selfconsciously;" Chaucer describes poetry as " pleye," warning "men shall not maken
ernest of game." Gellrich asserts that the 'play' of fictions "too k the sacrality - the
mythology - out of writing, preventing its growth into myth ."
"Fiction," says Gellrich, "plays with those orders that the Book of culture
presen ts as absolute." These sorts of cultural transformations point toward the shift
into the Rena issance, whereas mythic works lean toward a continuity with the past.
Donald Ahern (Ai r Force Academy) argues for the reclassification of paleography as a humanist ic rather than a scientific discipl in e in "Old English Paleography
as a Humanistic Discipl ine ," The paleographer must go beyond the ana lytical, calling upon imagination, intuition, and a grasp of historical knowledge in order to
describe the form, the subject, and, in addition, to recreate " the larger context and
content of the manuscript as well." Ahern follows Erwin Panofsky's definition of
the humanist as " fundamentally an historian" concerned with the records of man's
processes of signalling and building - processes which in themselves are the study of
the scientist.
The paleographer may analyze but in addition he must recreate. Thus he may
arrive at a "fuller understanding of the meaning a manuscript had for the scribe and
the age that produced it," consequently enlarging our understanding of a particular
time and place. In this sense, paleography functions with the humanities which, in
Father Ong's words, provide "the reflectiveness whereby man lays hold on himself
in his own history." (Reported from abstract.)
David Kranz (University of Utah) in " The Certa inty of Speed in Antony and
Cleopatra" interprets character and mean ing from the standpoint of the thematic
pattern of 'speed' in the play. Kranz suggests that Caesar's smooth, efficient sp eed
and concern for "graver business" produce a "likeness between the enemy of the
theatrical Cleopatra and the anti-theatrical middle class of London. " Caesar the
tradesman , "the fastest Roman of them all," contrasts with Anton y, transfixed in
Egypt by Cleopatra. The play itself is also characterized by a sense of speed : the
multiplicity of scenes and locations produces a sense of "the rush of historical time."
Kranz then turns to the problem of final judgement. Are we to applaud
Caesar's speed, his success? Or is there a success, too, and one far greater, in Antony
and Cleopatra's end? Kranz argues that " Cleopatra's victory on this earth is done
with deliberate speed." She metamorphoses herself to some degree into a Roman.
In short, Cleopatra's transformation involves become partly Caesarean in order to
defeat Caesar.
In " Hang It 'Round With All My Wanton Pictures," Elizabeth Truax (Chapman College) speculates on some pictorial sources for the Ovidian images of Venus,
Daphne. and lo in the Ind uction and later scenes of The Taming of the Shrew. Admitting that painting was not a vital art form in Tudor England and that much which
had existed was lost after the break with Rome, Truax refers to various documents
to verify that the work of some continenta l painters was displayed in the long gal102

leries of some Tudor pa laces and mansions. One possible influence, she asserts, lies
in the Ovid ia n woodcuts of Bernard Saloman, which included scenes of Venus,
Daphne, and lo. Whether Saloman 's Ovidian woodcuts were readily available in
England is uncerta in; altho ugh Whitney's Choice of Emblems (1586) included
thirty-two non-Ovidian woodcuts by Saloman, this connection remains conjectural.
Last, Truax asserts that in themes, images, and structure The Taming of the
Shrew reflects the influence of Italian mannerist art. "A frame story about a hunt
and a metamorphosis and a mating leads to a complex sequence of hunts and
matings and metamorphoses." Kate has the "passionate qualities of love-crazed
Venus. Like Daphne and lo though, ... Kate is trapped." Thus Truax suggests that
thematically , imagistically, structurally, the play reflects the influence of Italian
mannerist art.
In "Troilus and Criseyde and Romeo and Juliet: Chaucerian Elements in
Shakespeare's Portrayal of the Lovers' Despair at Parting," Priscilla Shaw (University of Kansas) argues that Chaucer's work stands as a "subsidiary source" for
Shakespeare, particularly in "the extended lyr ic cluster" scenes of the heroine's
sorrow, the hero's grief, and th eir leavetaking. Shaw suggests that oxymoron,
indulged in early on by Romeo and by Juliet at the news of Romeo's banishment,
absent in Brooke's Romeus and Juliet, may have been taken by Shakespeare from a
speech by Pandarus in Book 11 of Troilus and from Troilus' lament to the god of
Love in Book I.
In the case of the hero's despair, she concludes that Brooke turned to
Chaucer 's passionate hero since the hero in Boaistuau (Brooke's source) remains
rational. However, the characters of Chaucer and Shakespeare are depicted in a
focus different than Brooke's so that strength of wil l or its failure stand out, in part
thanks to the Chaucerian "Boethian personification" in Shakespeare's friar. Brooke
simply turns to Fortune's wheel rather than the power of human self-control. In
the farewell scene, although the parallels of lark imagery and a hope in the future
may be coincidental in Shakespeare and in Chaucer, the premonition of death Troilus feels "dethes cares colde" and Juliet envisions Romeo in the tomb - suggests a tragic irony of which Brooke remained incapable. The dramatic irony of
Shakespeare and Chaucer focuses on protagonists in such a fashion as to balance our
sympathy with judgement of their actions.
Ester Zago (University of Colorado) argues in "Lo Belle Au Bois Dormont: A
Medieval Version" that a fourteenth-century version of the Sleeping Beauty legend
reflects its society's changed attitudes toward chivalry. In th is version, "a fairy ta le
elevated to the dignity of a literary text," Zellandine, the maiden, loves Troylus, a
knight. After she falls into a mysterious sleep, her father, King Zelland, encloses
her in a tower room with only an eastern window opening. With superhuman aid,
Troylus gets to th is room, makes love to Zellandine, and departs, exchanging rings
with her. King Ze lland assumes the figure (departing on a winged beast) to be the
god Mars. After Zellandine gives birth, her baby sucks the spell-binding splinter
from her finger. The child is subsequently carried off by a bird-like creature, then
Zellandine recognizes the ring on her finger as one she had given Troylus. He returns,
taking her away and leaving a message that Mars has taken her to his kingdom.
The story parod ies chivalry in that eros rather than amour courtois dominates.
Venus inspires and motivates. Un like other sleeping beauties, Zellandine is not
totally inaccessible and is in fact a sensuous entity. When Reason and Discretion
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argue Troyl us away from her bed, Desire convinces him to be bold. Troylus does
nothing heroic to ' free' Zellandine. Similarly, the fantastic is treated in a rather off.
hand manner: Zephir, the winged creature, assumes varying shapes upon necessity .
These changes reflect a society " which no longer blindly accepts the concept of love
as an amour fatal, but rat her looks at it with a bourgeois and realistic common
sense.''
The paper by William L. Hendrickson (Arizona State University) and Jean
Misrah i (posthumously) focuses, as its title suggests, on "Ro land and Oliver: Prowess
and Wisdom , The Id eal of the Ep ic Hero ," specifically on line 1093 of The Song of
Roland, " Roland est proz e Oliver est sage. " Hendrickson examines the significance
of the two adjectives proz and sage to determine if Ro la nd is condem ned for his
action (or inaction) at Roncesvalles. Accepting Roland 's pride, Hendrickson asserts,
"It remains therefore a question of finding out to what extent this pride is morally
cu lpab le ... to be identified with the sin of pride, with superbia." A key to understanding and, consequently, evaluating Roland lies in his companion, Oliver, as line
1093 suggests.
Hendrickson 's first step is to analyze the uses of the word proz in th e poem .
It is used of infidels only with irony or by one of their own. Of Christians, it is
used to describe six warriors once each, Charlemagne twice, Roland four times, and
Oliver six t imes. It has a moral significance which varies according to the context.
In contrast, sage has exclusively intellectual co nnotations. Hendrickson concludes
that the author "is neither saying that Rola·nd is valiant, but O liver wise, nor condemning Roland's action .. . Sage has nothing to do with moral rightness, nor proz
with blameworthy rashness."
In " The Adaptab le Wild Man: The Confrontation of Twins in Valentine and
Orson and Palmerin of England," Carol Doo ley (New Mexico State University)
examines a medieval and a Renaissan ce prose romance, each employing the wild man
motif along with the motif of separated twins. In the former, a medieval work, the
process of adaptation is evident. In the latter, an assimilated motif now reflects
"Renaissance interests and themes." Though in each work when they meet , the wild
brother yields to the civilized one, in the former Orson allows Valentine "to teach
him civi lity and faith."
In the latter, Florian, while yielding to Palmerin's
"courtesy," "serves simultaneously as Palmerin's judge." (Reported from abstract.)
In " The Eschatological Crux in The Spanish Tragedy," Geoffrey Aggeler
(University of Utah) focuses on "the discrepancy between the orthodox Christian
beliefs expressed by the living cha racters with regard to the processes of divine
justice and what is revealed in the judgment scenes which frame the main plot. " In
the Hades frame scenes, the classic divinities seem casual at best in their concern for
justice, yet earthly characters continue to expect a divinely ordered existence.
To take the point further, Hieronimo faithfully serves as an earthly judge
"despite heaven 's apparent indifference to his desperate supplications." In fact,
Aggeler asserts, Hieronimo suffers because of his bel ief that justice " flows from
heaven to earth ." Thus Hieronimo 's abandonment of office and subsequent pursuit
of private revenge reflect his loss of faith and of " Christian pat ience." Nonetheless,
since his vision of reality remains contro lled by a "sense of provide ntia l design," he
sees himself as a "scourge," effecting a "fall of Baby lon" through h is deadly play.
Yet at the end, Hieronimo seems lost in the shuffle in Hades, perhaps to be d enied a
hearing before the gods there, as Don Andrea goes about pronouncing sentence.
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This "eschato logi cal crux" makes The Spanish Tragedy "essentially a pagan
humanistic classical tragedy, closer in spirit and in the tragic vision it imparts to
Homeric epic or Euripidean tragedy than to the works of Kyd's own time." In
a vision where men, not gods, provide dignity to human action, "Hieronimo's very
integrity, as well as his tragiCi destruction, is bound up inextricably with his illusory
concept of divine justice."
In "From Medieval to Renaissance : Paradigm Shifts and Artistic Problems in
English Renaissance Drama," John Boni (your reporter - Colorado State University)
explores from a particular point of view the phenomenon of cultural change and the
artist's role in it. Boni approaches this subject from the point of view of Thomas
Kuhn (The Structure of Scientific Revolutions), who defines the shaping force in
scientific thought as the "parad igm ," a way of seeing which controls the activities
of scientists working in a certai n field. A paradigm changes only when it begins
to break down, to fail to produce cohe rent results. Thus, given its role as an old
pattern and new, the paradigm, as defined by Kuhn, embraces both restriction
and possibility.
Boni suggests that the paradigm may apply to artistic development as well;
that the artist who, consciously or unconsciously , breaks new ground (as our metaphors put it) often has been constricted by an older paradigm and may be restricted
by lack of a new paradigm through which to operate . After a brief survey of some
examples of character in English Renaissance tragedy, Boni focuses on Angelo in
Measure for Measure and on a similar character, Wendoll in Heywood's A Woman
Killed With Kindness. In each case, Boni argues, the character feels drawn to evil
against his sense of himself, attempts to analyze his motivation, and fails utterly at
such analysis. The dead end results from the author having moved beyond the limits
of a paradigm {in this case hum ou rs psychology) and not having at his disposal any
new paradigm to express the operations of the human mind . The implications of
this notion include first the assertion that art evolves in a manner closer to the
strictly biological than to the metaphorical sense - in a path littered with dead
ends and partial successes. The second point suggests a dynamic of history in which
men interact with the paradigm of their times - the greater men probing, extending,
challenging, sometimes unconsciously, these limits, these givens.
In "Sir William Davenant 's The Siege of Rhodes and the Popularization of
English Deism ," Andrew A. Tadie and James P. Mesa (Kansas Newman College)
argue that The Siege of Rhodes embodies the values of Deism as propounded by
Lord Herbert of Cherbury. After listing the many firsts achieved in this play {first
opera in England , first libretto based on a modern event, first public entertainment
to employ movable scenes, first English proscenium play, first known appearance of
an actress) the authors state that " the design of the plot clear ly corresponds to the
tenets of Deism as out lined by Lord Herb ert."
The authors next sketch in Lord Herbert's thought, specifically his "common
Notions" "i n the possession of all sane and rational persons" (innate ideas). These
notions concern the ex istence of a god, the necessity to worship that god, human
piety and virtue. The authors not e also Herbert's belief that virtuous persons
"regardless o f their religion, will respect one another and live in harmony."
So in The Siege of Rhodes Davenant set ou t " to promote a Deistic point of
view" by depicting Solyman the Turkish emperor as so impressed by the virtue of
Ianthe, his captive a nd wife of the Christian hero Alphonso, that he not only frees
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her but also guarantees her and her husband safe conduct. The plot development
reflects "Davenant's understanding of natural virtue" and demonstrates that the
"tenets of Deism are superior to the special claims of a single religion , be it Christian
or barbarian." To achieve this, Davenant enlarged dramatic convention by his
innately virtuous Solyman . At the end, the main characters see that " natural
virtues transcend the opposing doctrines of different religions. "
William McCarron (Air Force Academy) in "Sir Thomas Browne : A Case for
the Good Physician," defends Browne against Stanley Fish 's charge (i n SelfConsuming Artifacts) that Browne the writer epitomizes " the bad physician " - a
writer more concerned with rhetoric than with dialectic; with sty le rather than
truth. Mccarron maintains, " The experience of Religio has its cli maxes in moments
of insight and self-knowledge and not in the wonder of o altitudos." Fish ignores,
says Mccarron , the complementary nature of reason and faith as expressed in
Rellgio. McCarron in part makes his po int by re-creating his own reaction to reading
the Rell_gio and next by referring to the arguments of scholars other than Fish (John
R. Mulder, Frank L. Huntley). McCarron 's concluding point embraces Fish 's overall
approach in Self-Consuming Artifacts, "The problem with Fish's attempt ... is that
we, the readers, are hung on the horns of a false disjunctive proposition. In Fish's
opin ion, a seventeenth-century writer must (be) either a good dialectician or a bad
rhetorician. Why can't a writer be both (a good dialectician and a good rhetorician),
a person with one eye on ultimate truth but with a profound, at times witty, way of
putting things?" McCarron says Browne was such a man and a good physician.
Patrick H. Geoghegan (Angelo State University) explores chronology as
depicted in the opening fifty-two lines of Beowulf in "Gesceap-hwile: Shaped
Time, Shaped Perspective." Geoghegan notes that in the opening lines " almost
every movement forward in time is balanced with some detail of either Scyld's or
the Danish past, or Beowulf's future . It is not what we are told that is unusual,
but the when." The poet forces us to view human history from " something ak in to
God 's perspective." This device attests to God's hand in human affairs. In additio n,
it prepares us for the limited knowledge available to characters in the poem : of
Grendel's heritage, of Heorot's fate , and even following the Geatish woman's
prophecy of doom at Beowulf's funeral the expression "heofon rece swealg" (heaven
swallowed the smoke) .
Geoghegan then hazards a guess concerning the source for the poet 's overlay
technique. In Boethius' Consolation (Book VI , Prose VI), Lady Ph ilosophy uses an
analogy explaining Providence as a craftsman who anticipates or plans, executes his
plan , "all at one moment present to his mind's eye." So the Beowulf poet reflects
God's Providence and the method of the poet as artisan; as his compound says,
gesceap-hwlle "he shapes time."
The comic mode of Martin Marprelate's satirical pamphlets in the religious
controversies of the fifteen-nineties is usually regarded as an anomaly . However,
says Lyle Smith (Biola College) in "Fox-Hunter and Marprelate: The Legacy of
William Turner," the influence of William Turner has been ignored . Turner published three pamphlets in the fifteen-forties attacking the ' Romishe fox'.
In addition to certain sim ilarities of "circumstance and style," Martin uses
the same tone towards his subject and his audience as does Turner. Stylistic parallels
include the adaptation of pseudonyms, the creation of facetious colophons, the use
of personal address to the targets, the use of puns on the name of the target, the
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indulgence in mock syllogism. In general, both delight in a variety of word play:
" puns, distort ions of names and titles, dialect, coined words." Further, both create
satirical anecdotes about their targets.
Sm ith does not claim that Turner was a close model for Martin. He does see
the former as "a precedent, an encouragement" and "a more likely source of inspiration and fellow-feel ing " than the stage clown Dick Tarleton, who has previously
been suggested as Martin's model.
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